
          SUNDAY, 16/07/23 

 

C1 - PRIX "UN JOUR A LA CAPELLE" - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - National - 

Autostart - Class F - Harness - EUR € 18.000  

 
1. KRACDARCHE - Moderate type dropping down the class ladder for the occasion and has 
every chance of picking up a cheque 

2. KERJACQ DES ECUS - Has twice placed at a lower level. Trounced last time but has a 
decent spot in front and is not to be entirely written off 

3. KARL DE PEISELS - Gave a fine account of himself on debut three weeks ago. Should 
appreciate La Capelle profile and can again trot his way onto the podium 

4. KILDARE OF LOVE - Showed excellent progress when 2nd at Le Croisé-Laroche last time 
out. Ideally-placed in front and is not incapable of opening his account 

5. KENINO DE CHENOU - Got off the mark on debut but somewhat disappointing since. Well-
positioned in front this time though and on good behaviour can start to come good 

6. KATKO DES CHAMPS - Yet to make good on his potential but is a promising sort that was not 
disgraced here last month and is expected to show improvement 

7. KAPITAN TER BLEKTE - Placed just once in three starts to date and will need to be at his 
best to take on some of the domestic colts 

8. KIT ANGOT - Just twice in the frame in 8 career starts and again looks to have too much to do 

9. KAZANO - Yet to show any exceptional aptitude for the game and can be passed over 

10. KAPITO CLUB - Struggled in first two starts but caught the eye at Montier-en-Der last 
weekend and in similar form can get a look in 

11. KISS WOOD - Still somewhat green but not devoid of ability and can play a small roll if he 
stays in stride from one end of the race to the other 

12. KAMARI LOVE - Remarkable in qualification over the winter in 1'16". Not ideally placed for 
his debut but looks a serious future prospect and can wrap this up 

13. KERJACQUES RED - Has been very disappointing since his first steps on the track and can 
expect to have few friends 

Summary : Superbly qualified at Caen last December, KAMARI LOVE (12) is forced to start on 
the back line for his debut, but if as good on the track as he was in qualification, he should be 
able to win at the first time of asking. Recent 2nd at Le Croisé-Laroche, KILDARE OF LOVE (4) 
has the plum spot behind the car and looks the principal threat. KARL DE PEISELS (3) left a very 
good impression on debut at Arras last month and will have come on for the run. KATKO DES 
CHAMPS (6) can prove somewhat temperamental but is not short of ability and can put on a 
good show if he keeps his stride in check. 

SELECTIONS 

KAMARI LOVE (12) - KILDARE OF LOVE (4) - KARL DE PEISELS (3) - KATKO DES 

CHAMPS (6) 



          SUNDAY, 16/07/23 

C2 - PRIX LOUIS HENNEBELLE - 2750m (a1 11/16m) - Class F - Mounted - 

EUR € 25.000  

 
1. FRIDAY - Has taken well to his new vocation and is currently in excellent shape. Barefoot 
again and should not disappoint 

2. GATSBY EFFEL - Fine servant that has been going good-guns all season. Latest effort can be 
deleted and should be backed with confidence this time 

3. HOLLYWOOD GIRL - Never far from losing her action but has nothing to prove at this level 
and on good behaviour will be no pushover 

4. HARVESTER - Back on track after a modest start to the season. Showed his form at Vichy 
recently and, going barefoot this time, can apply the pressure on HORSY ROYAL (7) 

5. FLOWER ETOILEE - Rather disappointing since placing 4th here under harness two months 
ago. Makes just second career monté start though and not an obvious choice 

6. FIMOKO STAR - No slouch on a good day but somewhat erratic of late and needs to reaffirm 

7. HORSY ROYAL - Has thrived since moving to the monté discipline. Winner of his last four, and 
a winner here under harness, he again looks the horse to beat 

8. HEVA BLONDE - Delicate but capable mare that returned to the winners' enclosure last 
Monday and with form maintained will not be far off the mark 

Summary : Like a horse reborn since switching codes, HORSY ROYAL (7) comes to the venue 
on a five-timer, and given his liking for La Capelle, can pull it off. HARVESTER (4), however, is no 
slouch in this category and his recent Vichy success stands him in good stead. HEVA BLONDE 
(8) won her second of the season just 6 days ago and is not incapable of doubling up, and 
FRIDAY (1) appears to be back at his best and should not be underestimated. 

SELECTIONS 

HORSY ROYAL (7) - HARVESTER (4) - HEVA BLONDE (8) - FRIDAY (1) 



          SUNDAY, 16/07/23 

C3 - PRIX RN2/AMENAGEMENT 2 X 2 VOIES - 2750m (a1 11/16m) - 

National - Class E - Harness - EUR € 24.000  

 
1. IWEN DE LA CROIX - Unremarkable type that has done nothing of note for 14 months and can be 

confidently passed over 

2. IN THE WIND - By no means the worst horse here but has looked ordinary lately and is unlikely to shake 
things up 

3. IMPACTDARCHE - Modest type that missed out on 16 months of racing. Has regressive form and others 
preferred 

4. ILEPSON - Course and distance winner last season but has been nowhere near that form since and 
chances limited 

5. ISCO DE WATOU - Decent sort with solid credentials here but better at a lower level and poses no threat 

6. INCANTATOR - Useful sort that was put away again after a brace of modest efforts during the spring but 
is shod for competition on re-entry and can go far 

7. INDIAN HORSE - Dynamic trotter that never fails to impress when applied. Takes on better horses this 
time and while unlikely to pull off the hat-trick should still acquit himself competitively 

8. IDEAL DE FOUQUE - Yet to lose his maiden tag but consistently gives his best. Appreciates La Capelle 
and can play a role if he keeps his action together 

9. ICE DREAM KERUZOC - Capable trotter making his first appearance at the venue after a brace of 
modest efforts but is not devoid of ability and should not be written off 

10. IMPERIAL DURABUTIN - Hardy trotter with an excellent entry here. Never far from losing his action but 
on good behaviour can have his day in the sun 

11. IN LOVE D'ECAJEUL - Enormously talented trotter but sanctioned in 5 of last 6. Is in his category 

though and can play an important role if gets off on the right foot 

12. ISOFOU DU CHENE - Quality individual but has not been seen out for 4 months and will be race-rusty 

13. ILDO DU VIVIER - Temperamental type but has talent in spades and on good behaviour can 
complement his Enghien score 

14. INFIEL - Not the most attractive of formcards but he is capable on a good day and can finish in the mix if 
Verva keeps him in stride 

15. IZAC AWAGNE - Honest sort that showed marked improvement at Strasbourg last time out. Is barefoot 

this time around, and even though not the biggest fan of La Capelle, will still have his chances 

Summary : A fine servant that always gives his best, IMPERIAL DURABUTIN (10) finds himself ideally 
positioned on the front line here and with shoes off again can confirm last month's course-and-distance 
success. ILDO DU VIVIER (13) may not be the calmest of trotters but he is a match for most here when 
focused and even from the second row can make a big splash. The tricky INFIEL (14) also incurs the 
penalty but is better than her formcard would suggest and with application can go far. The useful 
INCANTATOR (6) makes his first appearance for three months but has front shoes off for the occasion and 

from the first row can get in on the action. 

SELECTIONS 

IMPERIAL DURABUTIN (10) - ILDO DU VIVIER (13) - INFIEL (14) - INCANTATOR (6) 



          SUNDAY, 16/07/23 

C4 - PRIX JEUNES SAPEURS-POMPIERS - 2750m (a1 11/16m) - Class F - 

Harness - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. HELLA DE JANA - Has been in cracking form in Belgium lately. Finds herself in better company this time 

but should nevertheless give a competitive account 

2. HAUTAINE - Gave a good account behind HARMINA DU BREUCQ (8) here during the spring but 
somewhat disappointing last time and a minor place chance at best 

3. HECTOR DE CORDAY - Unexceptional type but can trot when focused. Currently enjoying decent form 
but still has a lot more to find 

4. HALIBI - Tends to be seen more often in the amateur category these days and will not find this an easy 
task 

5. HISPANO SUIZA - Has not been seen under harness for some time but has respectable references and 
going barefoot for the occasion could pleasantly surprise 

6. HAVANE MENCOURT - Has failed to make the frame in last 14 starts and is unlikely to spring any 

surprises 

7. HOOKER DU PECH - Appears to be back on track since returning to racing unshod all four. Likes La 

Capelle and is sure to garner support 

8. HARMINA DU BREUCQ - A winner under these conditions during the spring. Has been giving everything 
she has since and can make the frame this time 

9. HEAVEN D'ECAJEUL - Not the easiest of horses to handle but she has won a brace lately. Starts in front 
and with stride in check should not be far from the action 

10. HIP HOP MESLOIS - Moderate type that has struggled since returning to competition this season and 
needs to raise his game 

11. HOT SHOT - Honest trotter that has been in fine form since May. Is confirmed at La Capelle and from 
the front line can win this 

12. HARIETTE DE LIZMAR - Nothing noteworthy on her formcard for some time and can expect to have 

few takers 

13. HERMES DU CHATAULT - Handy sort that tends to go well when barefoot. Encouraged at Le Croisé-
Laroche recently and must be taken seriously 

14. HARPAGOS RULES - Has evident ability but has struggled for some time and recent re-entry runs have 
done nothing to convince 

Summary : No notable standout here but it might be worth taking a punt on the somewhat reinvigorated 
HOT SHOT (11) who benefits from a front-line start at a track he appreciates. Even though incurring the 
penalty, there will be opposition from HERMES DU CHATAULT (13) who is proven when barefoot and his 
recent effort stands him in good stead. HARMINA DU BREUCQ (8) won over track and trip during the spring 
and in current shape looks to have a lot to offer. The delicate HEAVEN D'ECAJEUL (9) has won a pair of 
amateur events recently and with application can take the step up in class in his stride. 

SELECTIONS 

HOT SHOT (11) - HERMES DU CHATAULT (13) - HARMINA DU BREUCQ (8) - HEAVEN 

D'ECAJEUL (9) 



          SUNDAY, 16/07/23 

C5 - PRIX ALSH - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - National - Autostart - Class F - 

Harness - EUR € 18.000  

 
1. JALNA ROSA CLUB - Showed considerable early promise but lost her way late last season. Just one 

race in her this term and best to hold off 

2. JETSET MOKO - Mixes the good with the less good but reassured at Le Croisé-Laroche three weeks ago 
and must be retained 

3. JAVA BESP - Back in form following a difficult start to the year. Well-positioned on the front line and must 
be afforded respect 

4. JESSAMINA - Moderate sort with form at this level. Below-par in last two though and must raise her 
game 

5. JAVA DE L'ORMERIE - Honest filly that was flattered by her recent result and will need to be at her best 
to compete here 

6. JAVA MIKA - Capricious sort but has won two in the space of 18 days. Breaks in front and on good 

behaviour will have her chances 

7. JAVA PURA VIDA - Respectable trotter but not the most courageous and looks to have her work cut out 

8. JACKIE D'HERTALS - Gives a good account for the most part when focused. Dawn wide here but drops 
in class and should not be far from the action 

9. JANET JIEL - Capable on a good day. Has two races under her belt and if fully fit can get a look in 

10. J'ADORE D'EURVAD - Blows hot and cold but appears to be back on track and can make the first five if 

she reproduces her recent Sablé performance 

11. JOY DU CHATAULT - Has done nothing but improve over recent weeks but starts on the back line and 
the elevated category will do her prospects no favours 

12. JAMAIQUE DE HOERDT - Unexceptional filly that seldom makes her mark and is not about to break the 
mould 

13. JACOTTE DU GUELIER - Has demonstrated decent aptitude and is confirmed at the venue but steps 
up in class and needs to be at her best 

14. JERLA MAZA - Good quality filly but never far from faulting. Form is not in doubt though and can win 
this if she keeps her action together 

15. J'AIME BARAKA - Very disappointing all year and in this event has no realistic chance 

Summary : A tricky character she may be but JERLA MAZA (14) has buckets of talent. She is clearly in 
form and even though poorly-drawn, she can still stamp her mark. Twice a winner in her last three starts, 
JAVA MIKA (6) is better positioned in front and even though stepping up in category can still apply the 
pressure. JACKIE D'HERTALS (8) was rather disappointing here three weeks ago but is not without merit 
and could well find herself in the frame. JAVA BESP (3) will be significantly advantaged by the draw and in 
current form looks a decent place chance. 

SELECTIONS 

JERLA MAZA (14) - JAVA MIKA (6) - JACKIE D'HERTALS (8) - JAVA BESP (3) 



          SUNDAY, 16/07/23 

C6 - PRIX EFTSE - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - National - Autostart - Class F - 

Harness - EUR € 18.000  

 
1. JAI CASH - Has ability but as tricky as they come and recent sanctions do nothing to inspire 
confidence 

2. JUPITER DU PERCHE - Can prove a handful but has ample ability in this category. Likes La 
Capelle, reassured last time out, and from the 2-spot can have his way 

3. JACK LA FRIPOUILLE - Well-positioned behind the car but has failed to make the grade this 
year and no fireworks anticipated 

4. JERRY PAULOIS - Showed early promise but has been off the boil for some time and others 
preferred 

5. JEAN MAJYC - Significantly better horse than results would imply. Has three races under his 
belt and going first-time barefoot will be no soft touch 

6. JUNGLE TIGER - Yet to get off the mark but is consistently in the thick of things and returning 
to racing barefoot will only work to his advantage 

7. JEAN D'HOLLENBOURG - Sanctioned more often than not but has won the last two races in 
which he kept his action together. Breaks wide but still has a lot to offer 

8. JACK FLUSH - Has looked a different horse since the start of June. Steps up in class and 
while unlikely to pull off the hat-trick should still acquit himself honestly 

9. JOYAU DE JIEL - Ability is not in doubt but sanctioned two-thirds of the time and others easier 
to trust 

10. JIVE BOY - Has placed just twice in 12 career starts and the step up in class may be a step 
too far 

11. JAMES WORLD - Has been giving a good account over recent weeks. Missed out by little 
last time here and even from the second row can give this a good go 

12. JOLENCIO DE WARNOC - Moderate colt that has picked up a cheque on both starts here. 
Somewhat below-par since but still worth keeping an eye on 

Summary : Antonio Ripoll Rigo is solidly-armed here with the well-positioned pair of JUPITER 
DU PERCHE (2), who is in fine form and who will have his chances if applied, and a barefoot 
JEAN MAJYC (5) who should be fully fit by now. They can nevertheless expect to encounter 
resistance from the improving JUNGLE TIGER (6) who returns to racing barefoot for the 
occasion. The delicate JEAN D'HOLLENBOURG (7) is forced to start wide but his form is not in 
doubt and can play an important role if Dominik Locqueneux manages to keep him in stride. 

SELECTIONS 

JUPITER DU PERCHE (2) - JEAN MAJYC (5) - JUNGLE TIGER (6) - JEAN 

D'HOLLENBOURG (7) 



          SUNDAY, 16/07/23 

C7 - PRIX DE LA VILLE DE LA CAPELLE - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - Autostart - 

Class F - Harness - EUR € 25.000  

 
1. GANOVO - Did not enjoy the best of runs at Rambouillet last time out but is clearly in form and 
can be backed with confidence 

2. FABIOLA DE SALSA - Has struggled this year to reproduce last season's form and is unlikely 
to spring any surprises 

3. GABY DES MOYEUX - Dependability not her strong suit but can trot when focused. Has 
decent references here and will have her supporters 

4. GOODMOKO - Decent sort that is proven in France. Gave a reassuringly good account at 
Wolvega recently and is sufficiently well-positioned to give this a good go 

5. GINGIRELLA - Seldom wins these days but regularly gives what she can. Reassured at Saint-
Omer and with shoes off this time deserves to be taken seriously 

6. GUNNAR LA MESANGE - Undeniably capable at a lower level but takes on better this time 
and will have his work cut out 

7. FALCO DE BELLANDE - Faithful servant that regularly makes his presence felt. Enjoying 
decent form and even though drawn wide could still get a look in 

8. FLEVO RENKA - Quality individual that has never been bested at La Capelle. Unraced since 
last year but seldom disappoints after a break and can impose 

9. GO CHICAGO - Does not benefit from the best of draws but has been going well in Paris and 
in this category looks a serious proposition 

10. GENTLEMAN POWER - Remarkably consistent sort that has hardly stepped a foot out of line 
since last autumn. Goes barefoot for the first time in two years and should not be underestimated 

11. GENIE DU PIN - Oddly out of sorts at Lisieux but otherwise always gives his best and should 
not be too far off the mark 

12. FIESTA DU GADE - Modest mare that looked decidedly ordinary last weekend on her debut 
at the venue and can expect to have few takers 

Summary : A trotter with an enviable strike-rate, FLEVO RENKA (8) has not been seen out since 
last August. Drawn wide but unbeaten in two at La Capelle, she has every chance of getting 
straight back down to business. Franck Ouvrie will still want to be wary of the hardy GANOVO (1) 
whose recent Rambouillet clinker can be ignored, and GO CHICAGO (9) who has been showing 
improvement in the capital. GOODMOKO (4) is ideally placed on the front line and in current form 
is hard to ignore. 

SELECTIONS 

FLEVO RENKA (8) - GANOVO (1) - GO CHICAGO (9) - GOODMOKO (4) 



          SUNDAY, 16/07/23 

C8 - PRIX PERE DEHON - 1800m (a1 1/8m) - Autostart - Class E - Harness 

- EUR € 30.000  

 
1. EL MATADOR - Capable sort with decent references at this level but stays shod for third start 
back and best to hold off 

2. GOSSIP BOY - Got back in the game at Laon a fortnight ago. Has references over these 
shorter trips but looks more a place prospect on this occasion 

3. FOUDRE DE BENGALE - Tough mare that seldom fails to give everything she has. Good spot 
in front and can again make the first five 

4. FAIRPLAY FOREVER - Not the most reliable of trotters but is well-placed in front and should 
not be far off the mark if she replicates her Mauquenchy performance 

5. GEOFFREY D'AM - Useful sort that has pleased in two of last three. Unlikely to open his 
seasonal account but can still make the first three 

6. GIPSY DE CHAMANT - Mare of considerable class whose Arras performance can be ignored. 
Has nothing to prove in this class and should have the wherewithal to win this time 

7. GUEPARD DE TILLARD - Tough campaigner that secured victory over track and trip last 
month. Starts wide but still has the capacity to double his money 

8. ELIXIR CASTELETS - Unexceptional type that tends to show more at a lower level and will 
have few friends 

9. FAST AND TONIC - Undeniably useful but has been off the boil this term and chances appear 
limited 

10. EDISON DU PUY - Pleased more than once during the spring but out of the picture in last 
three  and even racing barefoot looks to have his work cut out 

Summary : Out of the picture in two of her last three, GIPSY DE CHAMANT (6) is nevertheless a 
mare of considerable ability. She boasts good speed, thrives over these shorter trips, and will 
justifiably garner significant support. She will be directly opposed though by recent course-and-
distance winner, GUEPARD DE TILLARD (7) who seldom lets the side down when barefoot. The 
regular GOSSIP BOY (2) has a better spot on the front line and drops back in category with 
legitimate ambition. GEOFFREY D'AM (5) may not have won for 10 months but he is clearly in 
form and can challenge for a place on the podium. 

SELECTIONS 

GIPSY DE CHAMANT (6) - GUEPARD DE TILLARD (7) - GOSSIP BOY (2) - GEOFFREY 

D'AM (5) 

 


